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Abstract. Recently a Distributed Temporal Protocol Logic has been devised to capture reasoning in the 
distributed environment of security protocols. Elsewhere we have constructed a proof-based verification 
framework using distributed temporal protocol logic to verify the authentication property of security 
protocols. In this paper, we apply our verification framework to a well-known protocol. In particular, we 
analyze the authentication property of the public-key extension of Kerberos-5 protocol. We demonstrate how 
we are able to identify a subtle design flaw in the protocol. This results into showing the applicability of our 
framework as well as demonstrating the ease with which distributed temporal protocol logic can be used to 
analyze authentication protocols.  
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1. Introduction 
Before running critical applications, such as e-commerce, in a distributed environment, one needs to be 

assured of the identities of the parties involved in the communication. Security protocols are designed to 
achieve this task. A security protocol is a sequence of messages between two or more parties in which 
encryption is used to provide authentication or to distribute cryptographic keys for new conversation [1]. 
However, the mere existence of security protocols in a distributed application is not enough to guarantee the 
security of the data. Designing security protocols is itself an error-prone process. History has shown that 
many carefully designed security protocols were later found out to have subtle flaws [2]. This situation led 
the researchers to formalize the verification of security protocols. Some of the considerable contributions in 
the formal verification of security protocols include logic-based techniques [3], [4], [5], [6], process-algebra 
[7], [8], theorem prover [9], graph-theoretic approach [10], and model-checkers [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], 
[16], [17]. A good survey on the formal verification of security protocols can be found in [18]. Once a 
protocol is designed, it is rigorously analyzed using any of the formal techniques to ensure that the protocol 
achieves what it is intended to achieve. 

Recently a Distributed Temporal Protocol Logic (henceforth referred to as DTPL) has been devised to 
model reasoning in the distributed environment of security protocols in [19]. DTPL is an extension of the 
distributed temporal logic DTL of [20]. The distinguishing characteristic of DTPL is its capability to be used 
as a meta-level tool for comparative analysis of security protocol models and properties [21]. Benefiting 
from this property of DTPL, we have constructed a framework in [22] which can be used to verify 
authentication property of security protocols in a proof-based setting.  

In this paper, we use our proposed framework of [22] to analyze the authentication property in public-
key extension of the well-known authentication protocol, Kerberos-5 [23], [24]. Kerberos-5 is a widely 
deployed protocol designed to authenticate clients to multiple networked services using a single login. 
PKINIT [25] is an extension of Kerberos-5 in which public-key is used in the first pass of the protocol. We 
analyze authentication property in the recent version of PKINIT, PKINIT-26. This amounts towards showing 
the applicability of our framework. Moreover, we point out some sources of errors when we try to prove the 
authentication property of the protocol. Generally a proof-based method generates a proof only if a protocol 
is correct. However, we demonstrate how a proof-based framework can be used as a guide to discover design 
flaws even in case of the absence of a proof. 
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly describe the framework of [22]. In particular, 
we introduce the distributed temporal protocol logic and list all the axioms of the framework in that section. 
After describing the well-known authentication protocol PKINIT, Section 3 applies the framework to 
analyze the authentication property of the protocol. We conclude in Section 4. 

2. The Logic-based Verification Framework 
We briefly introduce the framework of [22] which is based on the distributed temporal protocol logic of 

[19]. A security protocol is a sequence of messages sent and received between two or more principals. Each 
principal is equipped with some actions and propositions. Table 1 lists the set of actions and propositions 
associated with a principal. 

Table 1: The set of actions and propositions associated with a principal of a protocol. 

send(M,A) It represents sending a message M to a principal A. 
rec(M) A principal receives a message M. 
nonce(N) A principal generates a random number N. 

Actions 

key(K) A principal generates a key K. 
knows(M) It represents a principal’s knowledge of a message M. 
fresh(M) It states that a message M is fresh. 
controls(φ) It represents a principal’s authority over any formula φ. 

A ⎯→←K B It represents that principals A and B share a secret-key K. 

Propositions 

A K It represents that K is the public-key of principal A.  

 
In addition to the actions and propositions, DTPL defines a rich set of operators to capture various 

temporal activities of a principal in the distributed environment. These operators precisely capture the 
timings of the actions of a principal at various configurations. A configuration at time i represented as ξi is 
defined by a set of all the events of a principal up to time i. A principal’s initial configuration is defined to be 
an empty set ξi={ }. Each action a (e.g, send, rec, nonce, key) of a principal changes its configuration from 
ξ

Φ
i to ξi+1 such that ξi+1= ξi ∪  {a}. Temporal operators can be applied on a principal’s actions and propositions 

at a configuration. For instance, if a principal A sends a key right after generating it, then the action key(K) at 
configuration ξi temporally precedes the action send(M, B) at ξi+1 such that we can specify the sequence of 
A’s actions at ξi as key(K), X send(K, B) where X is a temporal operator representing ‘next’. Similarly, other 
temporal operators are also defined that capture various past time and future activities. We list these temporal 
operators in Table 2. 

Table 2: The temporal operators in the DTPL. 

Operator Meaning Operator Meaning 

X φ next † in the end 

Y φ previous * in the beginning 

F φ sometime in the future F0 φ now or sometime in the future 

P φ sometime in the past P0 φ now or sometime in the past 

G φ always in the future G0 φ now and always in the future 

H φ always in the past H0 φ now and always in the past 

2.1. Axioms of the framework 
The framework of [22] comprises of a set of axioms capturing the capabilities of principals of the 

network. In particular, these axioms capture how a principal acquires knowledge through communication 
events and by applying encryption and decryption operations, the notion of freshness of a message, a 
principal’s authority over generating good session keys, finding the originator of a received message, and so 
on. In the following, @A[ ϕ ] represents that a formula ϕ  is true at principal A. We represent the 
communication and knowledge axioms of the framework as follows.  

(C1)  for i = 1,…,n. )]()([@ 1 inA XrecXXrec ⇒…
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(C2)  )]()()}({[@ MrecSAknowsMrec AS

AS

k
kA ⇒⎯⎯→←∧

(C3)  )]()()}({[@ MreckAknowsMrec kA ⇒∧

(C4)  )]()()}({[@ 1 MreckBknowsMrec kA ⇒∧−

(C5)  )]()([@ MknowsMrecA ⇒

(K1)  ))],,(()()([@ 11 nnA XXFknowsXknowsXknows …… ⇒∧∧

(K2)  )]( )([@ 0 MknowsMknowsA G⇒

(K3)  )]()([@ NknowsNnonceA ⇒

(K4)  )]()([@ KknowsKkeyA ⇒
The first axiom C1 states that concatenates of a received message is also deemed as a received message. 

C2 through C4 state that given the proper key, the contents of an encrypted received message are also 
considered to be received. C5 simply states that a principal knows its received message. K1 states that a 
principal knows any computable function F (e.g., encryption/signing by a known key, concatenation) of its 
known messages. K2 simply states that a principal does not forget its known messages. K3 and K4 state that 
a principal knows its generated messages (through actions nonce and key). 

The following axioms capture the freshness of a message. 
(F1)  )]()([@ NfreshNnonceA ⇒

(F2) )]()([@ XfreshXfreshA  X⇒  

(F3)  )]()([@ XA MfreshXfresh ⇒

The above axioms state that the action nonce generates a fresh nonce (F1), a fresh message remains fresh for 
the current run of a protocol (F2) and any message containing a fresh term is also fresh (F3). MX in F3 
represents either a message of the form …X… or {…X…}K. That is, MX is the result of applying some 
operations (such as encryption, signing, concatenation) on X. 

The following axiom captures the authority of a principal for generating keys. 
(J1)   )]( [@)],()([@ Pr kPincPkkS knowsAMsendcontrols ϕϕ F∈∨⇒∧

That is, if a principal S is known to control a formula for generating keys kϕ  and he sends a message 
containing the key k then the receiver knows kϕ  to be true. Generally S represents a server that generates 
keys to be used between two principals. 

The following axioms capture the notion of source association in which a principal investigates the 
source of a received message. First, we define the notion of origination of a message. 

(O1) )]( ))'(),'((),([@ NNNNA MOrigMrecCMsendBMsend ⇔¬∧¬∧H  

The above axiom states that if a principal sends a term in a message such that he never communicated that 
term in any message in the past then he originates the term in its sending message. 

The following axiom finds the originator of a received message in symmetric-key cryptography. Since in 
symmetric-key cryptography, a key is assumed to be a principal's safe secret, encrypting a message under 
symmetric-key ensures the possession of the key, and hence the origination of the message by a principal 
having that key. 

(O2)  )]}({ [@)]}({)([@ Q}{P,B kBk
k

A XOrigXrecQPknows P∈∨⇒∧⎯→←

Similarly, in asymmetric-key cryptography, a signed message originates from a principal who has access 
to the private-key with which the message was signed. That is, 

(O3)  )]}({ [@)]}({)([@ 11 −− ⇒∧ kBkA XOrigXreckBknows P

Since public-key of a principal is either assumed to be publicly available or it can be easily obtained, 
reception of a message encrypted by the public-key of a principal does not provide any useful information 
about the originator of the message. Therefore, the security protocols adopt a challenge-response method in 
order to determine the originator of a received message. In this method, a principal originates a secret 
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challenge message and waits for the response. The secret challenge message is constructed such that only the 
intended principal could decrypt that challenge and generate the proper reply to the challenge. Reception of 
the reply message guarantees that the responder must have received the challenge message.  

(O4)     )]()''()))()}({( ),'([(@ kBknowsMrecNfreshMOrigCMsend NkNNA ∧∧∧¬  S  

       ))]}({)'''(( [@ kNNB MknowsMOrig  PP ∧⇒

where, N must exist in  in a form other than . Moreover, N also exists in  in a form other 
than . In the above, the intuition is that since only B has the decryption key to discover N from 

 and N is originated uniquely (so that no other principal knows N except the one who originated it), 
reception of any message in which N occurs in any form other than  confirms that  has been 
decrypted and the information (N) has been released by B. 

NM '' kNM }{ NM '''

kNM }{

kNM }{

kNM }{ kNM }{

In addition to the above axioms, the framework uses the modus ponens as its inference rule given below. 
This rule permits the derivation of ψ  from the truth of ϕ  and ψϕ ⇒ . 

(MP) ψψϕϕ ⇒⇒∧ )(  

So far, we have presented the framework of [22] that can be used to analyze authentication protocols in a 
proof-based environment. Next, we present how to apply the framework in order to analyze authentication in 
a well-known protocol. 

3. Verifying Authentication in the Public-Key Kerberos PKINIT 
PKINIT is the public-key extension of Kerberos 5 authentication protocol. First we briefly overview 

Kerberos 5 and give motivation behind PKINIT. 

3.1. The Protocol Description 
Kerberos [23], [24] is a widely deployed protocol designed to authenticate clients to multiple networked 

services using a single login. Messages in the Kerberos contain various encrypted tickets that are used to 
authenticate a user to the desired service. The recent version of Kerberos, Kerberos 5, is available for all 
major operating systems. A standard run of Kerberos 5 consists of three phases. A client C first obtains a 
ticket granting ticket (Ttgt) from kerberos authentication server (KAS) K. C then presents TGT to ticket 
granting server (TGS) T and obtains a service ticket (Tst). Finally C uses the service ticket to authenticate 
itself to an application server S. Kerberos message exchanges are depicted in Fig. 1. For simplicity, we omit 
some of the message ingredients from the protocol that essentially do not affect the analysis at hand. 

 

S C K 

T

1 .1 CTn

CT kauthkauth TnKCKC }{}{ .2 1

2}{}{ .3 CSnCCK
authT KkauthauthS Kservkserv SnKCKC }{}{ .4 2

servS KreqCkserv sCtCK }{}{ .5

servKreqC st }{ .6 Client
 

Kerberos Authentication 
Server 

Application 
Server 

Ticket Granting Server

Figure 1: Message exchanges between the client C and the servers K, T, and S in the Kerberos protocol. 

In Figure 1, {KauthC}kT = ticket granting ticket Ttgt (in message 2) and {KservC}kS = service ticket Tst (in 
message 4) Moreover, kC, kT, kS are the secret keys of C, T, and S respectively. n1, n2 are two distinct nonces 
and Kauth and Kserv are the authentication-key to be shared between C and T and the service-key to be shared 
between C and S respectively. 

Notice that upon receiving each message, the client C creates an authenticator to be used for the next 
message exchange. The client uses {C}Kauth and {CtCsreq}Kserv as authenticators in the third and fifth message 
exchanges. The last message exchange {tCsreq}Kserv is an acknowledgment message from the server and is 
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optional. PKINIT [25] is an extension to the basic protocol in which public-key authentication is used in the 
first pass of the protocol. The next two passes in PKINIT remain the same as that in Kerberos 5. In Kerberos 
5, KAS derives the long-term shared secret kC from the user's password. This leaves KAS vulnerable to 
attacks where even read-only access to KAS may result in the compromised secret keys of the clients. With 
the introduction of public-key cryptography, PKINIT does not need shared secret between a client and KAS, 
hence avoids the possibility of compromised long-term shared secrets. Since public-key cryptography is 
computationally expensive operation, PKINIT uses it only in its first pass of the protocol. However, it 
complicates the overall protocol since the rest of the passes use traditional secret-key cryptography. An 
abstract view of the first round of message exchanges in PKINIT can be represented as shown in Figure 2. 

C K
12 1}{.1 CTnntC

CkCcert − 

 

kKauthtgtkkcert TtnKCTknK
CK

}{}}{{ .2 12 1−

 

Client KAS 

 
Figure 2: The first round of message exchanges between C and the kerberos authentication server K in PKINIT. 

In its first pass, the client forwards his certificate Ccert along with a timestamp tC and a nonce n2 signed by his 
private-key kC

-1. Client's certificate provides the information about client's public-key to KAS and the signed 
message affirms that it has been originated at the client. Client also concatenates its id C, the ticket granting 
server’s id T and a nonce n1 in the first message. KAS replies the client back with its certificate Kcert and a 
signed message containing a freshly generated symmetric-key k and the client's nonce n2, all encrypted with 
the public-key of the client kC. Both certificates Ccert and Kcert are provided by public-key infrastructure (PKI) 
that ensures binding of public-keys to the users. The reply message also contains the ticket Ttgt and a message 
containing the authentication key Kauth, nonce n1, timestamp tK, and TGS id T, all encrypted by the fresh key k. 

3.2. Analyzing the Protocol 
We briefly sketch the analysis of the first pass of PKINIT that uses public-key cryptography. We apply 

the aforementioned axioms of the framework in order to investigate the messages from each principal’s 
perspective. In other words, the initiator C investigates its sent and received messages in order to find out the 
true responder K of the protocol. Similarly, the responder tries to find out the true initiator of the protocol by 
investigating its message. We assume that only principals C and K possess the secret keys kC

-1 and kK
-1 

respectively and the nonces are distinct (n1 ≠ n2) and uniquely originating. That is, a nonce can not be 
originated by more than one principal. Notice that n2 serves as an open challenge to KAS in the first message. 
Client waits for the right response before proceeding to the second round of the protocol. That is, it waits for 
a signed message of the form {k n2}kK

-1. The C’s and K’s runs of the first phase of the protocol are depicted in 
terms of DTPL in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively. 

      

Channel 

Client nonce(n2) send(M1, K) rec(M2) 

in(M1, K) out(M2, C) 

ξ1 ξ2 ξ3 ξ4

Figure 3: First pass of the client's run in PKINIT using DTPL. The client C sends its challenge n2 and expects 
a message containing n2 singed by the private-key of K. 
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Channel 

KAS rec(M1) 

ξ'1

out(M1,K) 

key(k)

ξ'2

nonce(n1) 

ξ'3

send(M2,C) 

ξ'4

in(M2,C) 

ξ'5

Figure 4: First pass of the KAS's run in PKINIT using DTPL. The server K responds to the client’s challenge 
by sending a singed message containing n2 along with a session key k. 

Corresponding to the above figures, the client’s and server’s sequence of messages can be represented in 
terms of DTPL as follows. 

1.  ))](),(( )([@ 212 nnonceKMsendMrecC  P P ∧∧

2. )))]()(()((),([@ 112 MreckkeynnonceCMsendK  P P P ∧∧∧  

Where, M1 = Ccert{tC n2}kC
-1CTn1 and M2 = {Kcert{k n2}kK

-1}kCCTtgt{Kauth n1 tKT}k. Notice the vertical dashed 
lines in the figures indicating various configurations in the run of a principal. Moreover, vertical dotted lines 
represent communication points between a principal and the distributed channel. DTPL defines a distributed 
channel in which a principal’s sending and receiving actions are directly linked with the channel’s in(M,A) 
and out(M,A) actions respectively. Since our framework focuses solely on the actions of the principals of a 
protocol, we ignore the channel in the figures. Also notice that each action (send, rec, nonce, key) of a 
principal changes its configuration from ξi to ξi+1. 

The initial set of assumptions of the principals is as follows: 
)]([@ KC kKknows⇒∗ , , )]([@ CK kCknows⇒∗ )]([@ CC kCknows⇒∗  

Where, * (see Table 2) captures initial configurations ξ1 and ξ´1 for C and K respectively. More assumptions 
can be written, such as K knows its own public-key, which we do not need in the present analysis. These 
assumptions hold true as public-key certificates can be easily obtained upon request. Knowledge is treated in 
DTPL as non-decreasing as formulated by K2. We apply MP and K2 and use the above assumptions to get 
the following results at any configuration. 

A1.  )]([@ KC kKknows

A2.  )]([@ CK kCknows

A3.  )]([@ CC kCknows

The server K investigates it messages and concludes the following. 
3.  by 2, C1 and MP at ξ´)]([@ 12 −}{

CkCK ntrec 2. 

4.  by 3, A2, C4 and MP at ξ´)]([@ 2ntrec CK 2. 

5.  by 4, C1 and MP at ξ´)]([@ 2nrecK 2. 

6.  by 5, C5 and MP at ξ´)]([@ 2nknowsK 2. 

7.  by 3, O3, A2 and MP at ξ´)]([@ 12 −}{
CkCC ntOrig P 2. 

Therefore, the kerberos authentication server K knows that C initiated the session and originated the signed 
component sometime before ξ´2. Now the client C investigates it messages in the following. 

8.  by 1, C1 and MP at ξ)]}{([@ 12 CK
kkcertC knKrec −}{ 4. 

9.  by 8, C3, A3 and MP at ξ)]{([@ 12 −}
KkcertC knKrec 4. 

10.  by 9, C1 and MP at ξ)]({[@ 12 −}
KkC knrec 4. 
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11.  by 10, C4, A1 and MP at ξ)]([@ 2knrecC 4. 

12.  by 11, C1 and MP at ξ)]([@ 2nrecC 4. 

The client has received back its nonce n2 which it generated as a challenge for K. Furthermore, 
13.  by 10, O3, A1 and MP at ξ)]([@ 12 −}{

KkK knOrig P 4. 

The client concludes that K has originated the signed message sometime before ξ4. In addition to the above, 
the client carries out the following analysis based on freshness and concludes that it has been involved in the 
current run of the protocol. 

14.  by 1, F1 and MP at ξ)]([@ 2nfreshC 2. 

15.  by 14, F2 and MP at ξ )]([@ 2nfreshC ⊃ ξ2. 

16.  by 15, F3 and MP at ξ)]([@ 2MfreshC 4. 

That is, K not only originated the signed component in M2, but it did so recently. The client C provides 
assurance in the origination of its fresh nonce n2 by signing it with its secret key kC

-1. The presence of n2 in 
the received signed message {k n2}kK

-1 ensures the origination of the message and hence the reception of n2 at 
KAS. Other than that, the client does not provide any assurance in the rest of the message bindings with the 
legitimate KAS. This results in the lack of assurance in some crucial parameters from client's view of 
kerberos authentication server. Apart from the signed message in M2, {kn2}kK

-1, binding it with the KAS, 
public-key encryption in {Kcert{kn2}kK

-1}kC using kC and symmetric-key encryption in {Kauthn1tKT}k using k do 
not bind the messages with its recipient - the client C. That is, simply from M2 it can not be deduced that the 
server K is aware of the client C for this session of the protocol. This is due to the fact that n2 could be easily 
obtained from M1 and any principal could encrypt a message with the public-key of C in M2. Moreover, a 
principal could simply forward {Kauth n1tKT}k after receiving it first from KAS. 

3.3. Attack on the Protocol 
The above-mentioned lack of assurance in parameter C in the message component {kn2}kK

-1 results in the 
man-in-the-middle attack. The authors in [26] were the first to mention this attack on PKINIT-26. The attack, 
somewhat similar to that on the Needham-Schroeder public-key protocol in [17], exploits the above-
mentioned weakness in the protocol in which ids of the principals are not tightly bound with the messages. 
Fig. 5 shows how it works. 

 

C P K 

kKauthtgtkKcert TtnKPTknK
PK

}{}}{{ .3 12 1−

12 1}{ .1 CTnntC
CkCcert −

12 1}{ .2 PTnntP
PkCcert −

kKauthtgtkKcert TtnKCTknK
CK

}{}}{{ .4 12 1−

Fig. 5: Attack on PKINIT in which a penetrator P plays man-in-the-middle between C and K. 

Observe that the penetrator P captures C's message and makes some changes such that it appears to KAS 
as if it was generated by P. Given that P is a legitimate principal of the network, KAS follows the standard 
protocol step and comes up with k, Kauth and tK. The reply from KAS is intended for P but the reply message 
does not contain any binding to ensure KAS's perception of the initiator. Apart from the message component 
{k n2}KK

-1, rest of the message can be constructed for any legitimate principal. Notice that Ttgt contains the id 
of the initiator as perceived by KAS (P in this case) but C can not decrypt Ttgt and never learns this 
information. This attack in the initial phase of the protocol propagates to the remaining two phases in which 
the client contacts TGS and the server. Every time the client initiates a request with one of the servers, P 
intercepts the messages and forges them such that the servers believe the messages to be originated by the 
penetrator P. In particular, P's possession of Kauth (and hence Kserv) makes it possible to replace client's 
authenticators with that of the penetrator's authenticators. Client's inability to read Ttgt and Tst results in the 
successful completion of the protocol run. 
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4. Conclusion 
We have applied a logic-based formal framework to analyze the authentication property in the public-

key extension of Kerberos-5 protocol. We have shown that how we were able to capture a subtle design flaw 
in the protocol using distributed temporal protocol logic. The distinguishing characteristic of applying 
distributed temporal protocol logic is its fine representation of different temporal activities occurring in a 
distributed environment. This results into a clear understanding of a protocol run that makes it easy to apply 
logical rules of the framework at various configuration points. In addition to showing the applicability of the 
logical framework, we have demonstrated how a proof-based method can be used as a guide to discover 
flaws in security protocols. 
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